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('Inn 'lie Y
"v Colie,
iSlOP president-elect
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p a ®~3,210. ^ night after a stunning
"•ill Cot
majority victory
<il'«rd Dan Colli
student rival Stuart
Pr
l^nd s«.'n<lo„t
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> « • r a n d J e f f St.h
H
je will begin her new
Pound .stur ; K>«in less than two weeks.
will belli {,1 dt M(*i<lesto I, me vice-presidential
engthei
n
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rlor line
pharmacy student
iurd Morita and John Sulttach tallied around 42(1
aosend that contest into a
id runoff election to be
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I' orty-one per cent of the
registered student body. „r
1-274 students, east ballots on
War. 3-4 , marking one of the
largest turnouts in recent his
tory tor UOP. Akerson is only
the second lemale to be elected
president oi ASUOP in the past
30 years.
IHIS YEAR she served
(and is still serving) as Aca
demic Aflairs director and
senator lor ASUOP, which al
lowed her to establish contacts
among administrators and
lacuity. Her campaign re

jected this experience and
brought her 833 votes to
<->reen's 378.
The ballots were counted
by the election committee,
headed by Arnoldo Torres, on
Tuesday night. The Stockton
Unified School District's com
puter was used to tabulate all
votes except write-ins.
In the write-in balloting. A1

i Runoff i
I

fve Vr • lV0UKl^
Ho Valf;nJCTUrner 'r°»

• a great attitude and ant
•' desire to play well"
mented Caddas. "Were
<1 with our largest rebuild•I fort since I ve been here.
ie 23 players w ill help us,"

Threats

By MICHELLE WELLS
Five years ago. on Nov. 6.
1970. the Pacifiean ran an arti
cle on the poor conditions and
lack of practice rooms lor the
Conservatory of Music stud
ents.
Today these problems still
exist. The petition that stud
ents are submitting to Presi
dent Stan McCaffrey is almost
identical to the petition sub
mitted to President Burns five
years ago. in March of 1970.
Three hundred music stud
ents must juggle their prac
tice time over 35 practice
rooms, the ventilation is poor
and the rooms are not sound
proof'' In the last five years the
practice rooms have been car

* pg. one

nst
Rosenberg at the
ite meeting, which he did.
Rosenberg
denies the
(ution, stating that "Gaiy
nterpreted me. I said senrepercussions
in the
UOP) office would result
ending on how he voted. I
•r made a threat against
iimpaign ."
' I don't plan to do anythiij
II as fur as Gary's candir Is concerned," he added,
i wrong to use my i*
ice to influence student
'

, ,L,1

Jan/.en further stated tha
r the vote in the senate,
•nherg c alled him a snalte

e grass."

Photo by Wagner

Drops in enrollment this
spring semester have been re
ported by UOP's cluster col
leges and COP.
Dr. Hans Wagner, direc
tor of admissions and institu
tional research, feels there are
substantial reasons for this
spring's enrollment drop.

A landslide presidential victory
lM
you m*y not find o"

'Orvel wins COPA post
unopposed election
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Besides making further
in
the
refinements
evaluation.
faculty/course
Marvel plans to ge
dents actively involved n re
lor
the college,
cruiting
during
COP
particularly
Days' when prospective stu
dents will be on campus.
Marvel also has tentative
plans to prepare a document on
•How to do a term paper at
LOP " This would assist curstudents in becoming aware ol
the various resources avail
able to them throughout the
university, for instance, what
is available to the COP science
major at the pharmacy li
brary.

the

r-v

dickering repre1)11 'reshntan I & I stu

Projects.

Dance Saturday •

"Essentially, reasons for
leaving or not returning are not
all financial, so we must also
consider that there are per
sonal problems at home, ill

ness, some lack of interest in
does place restrictions on stu
continuing
and
student dents returning because ol dis
travel," Wagner commented. qualifications by grades or
"Many students during the delinquent accounts." he said.
spring are job hunting and "Of students eligible to return
looking tor work experience in our retention rate is much
their respective fields of higher than that of public insti
study."
tutions and competitive to that
of other private schools like
Stanford and USC."
Wagner noted that trans
fer students and those gradu
ates between the fall and
Exact enrollment figures
spring semesters also account
lor each college were not made
for such enrollment drops.
available.
"The admissions office

"We have tosynthesize our
differences in order to reach a
compromise, " Marvel said.
"We all — students, facul
ty, administration — have the
same common interest and
that is the academics ml the
institution.
"There's a big difference
between the ASUOP antiadministration attitude and
working with the administra
tion."

Three journalists, includ
ing Dudman and a newswoman, were captured by
Communist guerillas while on
assignment in Vietnam. The
two male journalists were tied
to motorbikes and forced to run
behind blindfolded. They were
then hit over the hear with a
tree branch. "I thought I was
going to die," Dudman re
called.
The journalists were
treated better than military
prisoners because, according
to Dudman, "They would say
that America's involvement in
Vietnam was wrong and we
would agree. Frankly, we
didn't disagree much."
At first the Communists
thought that Dudman was with
sec DL'DMAN pg. six
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Lity officials say the
ordinance will be changed.

returns to UOP

By SUE ANDERSON
game played on roller skates, a
football player publicized that
It took Milton Harvey 10
he was going to "get Harvey,"
years after graduation to get
but Harvey was ready lor him.
his college diploma. Today,
"When he tried toclip me, I
UOP's first black graduate
says patience has paid off lor
him.
Harvey graduated in 1940
with a B.A. in music, special
secondary education.after be
ing admitted to UOP with pro
bationary standing.
"I was the first full-time
black student to be registered
at UOP," he stated. "1 don't
know why I was only accepted
on probation, but I don't think
being black necessarily had
anything to do with it."
During graduation cere
monies, Harvey marched in
first as "an honor to the first
black student," but met with
VIILTON HARVEY
quite a bit of difficulty in recei
helped him right into the wall
ving his actual diploma.
with a light tap on the fanny. I
"When Dr. Knoles (UOP
president in 1940) handed me, haven't seen that kid to this
my diploma, it said inside day."
"we'll give you your diploma
During an A Capella Choir
when it comes from the engra
ver. It took melOyears to get." rehearsal a student, now a pro
Harvey said, "and I had to pay fessor at the University of Resanother $10 graduation lee, lands, began to heckei Harvey
with "y'all's" in a Southernactoo!"
cent. Harvey asked the direc
Later, when applying lor a
job in Arizona, he requested his tor if UOP offered any English
transcripts from UOP and it classes, to which he received
took a full year before he re an affirmative answer. Har
vey then said, "Good! Then
ceived them. He said UOP
you'd better tell Erwin to take
gave no explanation for either
one because I can't understand
of the delays.
a thing he's saying! "
HARVEY holds no grudg
OVERALL, though, he
es despite the fact that he was
sometimes treated differently says the students were
friendly." "They didn't really
from the other students.
disturb me that much. It hurt
As a singer in the A Capell- sometimes, but I learned to
a Choir, Harvey was not al overlook it and consider the
lowed to go on overnight trips source."
because he was black. He was
Harvey commuted to UOP
invited to play bass drum lor
school band but could not wear from his home in Modesto in his
Model A Ford.
the traditional band uniform.

m

He worked out with the track
team, but did not compete in
actual meets.

Owners beware!
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hours, the
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BOer "biaintaining preS i"bs and branching
"lew

Marvel
believes
the
whole philosophy of students
versus the administration is
stupid.

The city's animal control
ordinance specifies that if a
doe is picked up and the owner
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r
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McCaffrey said he is well
aware of the problem and is
taking as many steps as possi
ble to ease the situation.
Knoles. Sears and Colliver
Halls are now available lor mu
sic practice in the evenings
"BUT
PEOPLE have, see CONSERVATORY pg. six
tried." says Melissa Spoils,
president of the Conservatory
Students Association. "Money
is tight and 1 don't think they're
forgetting about us."
The Fondells, a black, I
Sacramento-based group, I
will be the featured artists I
But the Conservatory has
at an ASUOP-sponsored I
been promised Owen flail lor
dance tomorrow night at 9 J
practice space and according
in Raymond Great Hall.
;
to Spotts they are "counting on
The Fondells play a J
this very heavily and 1 hate to
mixture
of
sounds, J
think what might happen it we
including rock, jazz and •
don't get it."
soul.
I

"One time I competed in
just a practice meet," he remi
nisced, "and I beat UOP's top
man in hurdles.'' That top man
went on to win the national ti
tle.

(CPS) Roger Noonan, the new
city attorney lor Arvada, Col.,
began his term of office by
reviewing all city ordinances.
He found one that hasn t been
enforced at all - fortunately.

is the

',om

peted and the Conservatory
has purchased one or two new
pianos. But other than these
improvements, little lias been
done to meet students de
mands.

Substantial reasons for enrollment drop

JOHN SALTNES

KAREN AKERSON

in the

Fondue emerged us the win
ner with three votes, all com
ing from the quad area.
Gary Janzen, the loser lor
the
vice-presidency,
was
"very, very surprised" with
the outcome. Both he and
Saltnes voiced complaints that
Morita's votes came in blocs
from the Pharmacy school and
the Asian Alliance.
Saltnes hoped that the
runoff would not come down to
"me against the Pharmacy
school."
Said Saltnes: "1 am not
•trying to mobilize any one
group of people, but am
see ELECTIONS pg. six

In 1970, journalist Richard
Dudman was captured by
Communist guerrillas in Cam
bodia and feared for his life.
This week, Dudman visited
UOP to give a series of lec
tures on campus.
Dudman, this spring's
Woodrow Wilson Fellow, be
gan his journalistic career on
the Oroville Mercury-Register
in 1937 at $15 a week. "Working
there made me decide to be a
journalist and I've been one
ever since," said Dudman.
Today he is the chief of the
Washington Bureau of the St.
Louis Post-Dispatch. Dudman
has been with the bureau for 20
years covering both foreign
and domestic affairs.
A specialist in the prob
lems of war and peace in Indo
china, his work has taken him
around the world eight times.
He is probably most famous for
his 40 days of imprisonment by
the Viet Cong in 1970.

His book, "Forty Days
with the Enemy," tells about
his capture and the time he
spent as a prisoner of war.

Poor conditions still
hinder music students First black grad

•'l ull, this group is |arge
mobile and they all seemb

li0"8

By CATHY COLL1S
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Harvey was told not to go
out for football. However, he
was allowed to play on the
baseball team: he organized it
as an intramural activity.
He remembers once mo
deling for an art class and be
ing paid 35 cents per hour—he
each month in Wendell Phillips Center.
earned a total of $1.05.
According to DeMartini, approximately 10,000
Harvey also recalls sever
people will begin to practice TM each month this
al encounters with individual
year in the United Stales. See story on page two.
students.
Just prior to a basketball

Showing you the TM' way
Wendy DeMartini, Transcendental Meditation
instructor at the Stockton World Plan Center for
Transcendental Meditation, is currently teach
ing between 20 and 40 students the techniques of
TM on the Pacific campus. Courses are held

Harvey says he appreci
ates having been a student here
and believes that his conduct
may have led to other blacks
being admitted to UOP. He en
joyed all of his instructors,
even the one "who flunked me
in psychology."
Knoles
once compli
mented him because of the fact
that he "was black and didn't
upset the system."
Now an elementary school
teacher in Oakland with a wife
and three children, Harvey re
turns to UOP once a week to
teach a black studies course.
"Cultural Evolution of Black
Music." He enjoys the chalst'f HARVEY pg. six
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Question Man

Moll versus End Zone?

"Which do you prefer, ihe old
End Zone or the new Mall, and
why?

'.iv?

T , H

of tfd •
fx 1
cull
at

Cathy

Mc Neil, Fresh
of Engineering*
like the End Zone better. Used
to be that you couldn't go out to
eat here at the Mall. I like to g
outside. The Mall is stenlej
like the booths and such at the
End Zone, but with the Rath
skeller, it's not so bad any
more.

Mike
Corte,
Sopho
more—COP. I don't like either
of them.

Cindy Bickle, Sopho
more—COP. I miss the booths
at the End Zone, here you can't
hide. All the tables are so
crowded you can't talk with
out everybody listening. But
now the sun's out and I can
watch all the people, so I don't
mind it as much as before.

Cindy
Wood
more—COP. i

,
\

Zone because it htL
atmosphere. This m
Mall) looks too ster u
not kickback.
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Cynthia Mendiola, Fresh
man—Callison. I like the End
Zone better. It was closer to
where I live, closer to my
classes and I liked the service
better. The people that work
here now are snotty. The ones
here ha ve given me a lotof shit.

George
Lawson,
Sen
ior—COP. I like the End Zone
Zone better. No question about
it. Atmosphere was a lot
better, and it was a lot faster
too. Yeah, the obvious—you
could steal a lot more food. All
in all, I'd like to see it come
back.

Steve
Gales,
Ju
nior—COP. I like the old End
Zone. It had faster service and
it was open nights. You could
use your meal ticket anytime. I
agree with George, you could
steal more food.

Brook
Robinson,
Senior—COP. I've never eaten at
the Mall, but anything has to be
better than the old End Zone. 1
hope to try the new Mall some
day.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * " ~ - - -- --

Instructor explains the %TM' technique

( The author of this article,
Wendy DeMarlini, is an in
structor of Transcendental
Meditation at the Stockton
World Plan Center for
Transcendental
Meditation,
1131 W. Swain Road, Stockton.)
In the past few years there
has been increasing interest in
the Science of Creative In
telligence and its practical as
pect, the technique of
Transcendental Meditation, as
taught by Maharishi Mahesh
Yogi.
As a result of this rising in
terest, courses on Trans
cendental Meditation are cur
rently being held each month
on the UOP campus. The first
introductory
lecture
on
Transcendental
Meditation
will be held March 12 in
Wendell Phillips Center in
Room 131 at 8 p.m. The lecture
is free and all those interested
are cordially invited to cofne.
TM IS a simple mental
technique that anyone can
learn quickly and easily. It is
not a religion or philosophy, re
quires no control or effort, no
concentration
or
con
templation. It is an effortless
process ol the mind that pro
duces cumulative benefits
from the first day of practice.
One practices TM by sitting
comfortably in a chair for 15 to
20 minutes twice daily in the
morning and evening wher
ever he happens to be (at

home, at school, at work or at
the office).
The
Student's
In
ternational Meditation Soci
ety (SIMS) has become one of
the fastest growing student
movements in the world to
day. TM is now being offered
on almost every major college
campus throughout the United
States and many of these
courses are fully accredited.
This past summer, a se
lected group of more than 200
educators from all over the United States met for special
training in the Science of Cre
ative Intelligence. The pro
gram was funded by an HEW
grant in the amount of $21,540
through the National Institute
of Mental Health and was held
at Humbolt State College in
California. Since then, an en
tire university has been struc
tured around the knowledge of
the Science of Creative Intel
ligence which has been named
Maharishi International Uni
versity. The university is now
located on the old Parson's Col
lege sight in Fairfield, Iowa.
Benefits reported by the
rapidly increasing number of
people practicing Transcen
dental Meditation are con
firmed by continuing research
in the fields of medicine, social
science and psychology. Stu
dies show that those who prac
tice TM experience increased
perceptual ability; increased

GO FOR IT !

However, the main reason
that TM has become so wide
spread, especially amoung stu
dents is that those who prac
tice it experience an increased
ability to cope with stress and

tension.

tation.

THEY ARE faced with an
increasing complex educa
tional system and the pressure
of academic performance has
not let up. Hence, many stu
dents on the UOP campus and
elsewhere find that they look
forward to
practicing TM
twice daily. UOP student and
meditator Joyce Dodrill says,
"TM is the most important
thing I do. I am gradually be
coming less nervous, more
confident and generally more
content with consistent medi-

Another student and med
itator
at
UOP,
Chris
Tjepkema, says, "I find that
TM helps me to relax and keep
rather calm throughout the
day. After meditating for 20
minutes, I am able to observe
an amazing freshness' in the
old world around me."
TM
instructor
Will
Nicholas says, "Unlike many
other practices of meditation
which require many strenuous
years of discipline, TM is
effortless and the benefits
come on the first day of in
struction." Along the lines of
instruction in TM Nicholas
goes on to explain that TM can
be learned within less than one
hour on any given day of
instruction.

in the Pacifican Classifieds.

MARISHI MARESH YOGI
Leader of Transcendental Meditation
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It may well be that Trans
cendental
Meditation
will
provide us with some of the
long-sought solutions to the
problems of education itself.
Education has long been look
ing for something which will
expand the "container of
knowledge" (conscious mind).
rather than merely filling the
container of the mind with
facts and figures gathered in a
school or university en
vironment. TM is a natural
spontaneous technique of ex
panding the conscious ca
pacity of the mind.
Therefore, it is not at all
unusual when studies show
that students practicing TM
exhibit improved qcademic
performance. Students find
that their ability to con
centrate is better and that their
grades go up after starting TM.
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History Center acquir
Indian artifact
BvKENNETH BREWER
A collection of West Coast
American Indian artifacts, one
of the most extensive collec
tions UOP has ever received,
was recently presented to the
Pacific Center for Western Hi
storical Studies.
In the name of his mother,
the late Edith McLeod, Dale
Johnson donated the collec
tion consisting of 13,022 arti
facts collected in the West from
the mid-1800's to the mid1900's.

q

Many of the artifacts in the
McLeod collection date back
some 200 years, which is said to
be unusual throughout West
Coast Indian collections.
The items include bas
kets, beaded articles, wea
pons, charms, toys and games
from the Modoc, Klamath.
Snake, Paiute, Washoe and Miwoc Indians. Also included are
extremely rare artifacts lrom
the little known Haidu Indians
of the Southern Alaskan coas

UOP IS
THE BIRDS

tal region. With
Haidu artifacts, newdaui
be obtained regarding
culture.
Also presented asps
the McLeod collection i
three, leaded-glass han®
display cases, eight ma
cabinets and 4.000 cali
mineral specimens ci
throughout the West
Because of the extei
age of the artifacts, maij
seums were interested:
chasing the collection.1
ver, Johnson felt that
than having the collection
in a museum, it shouldh
died carefully by a unit
in order to add to what
ready know about Ihtto
culture and art forms
West Coasl Indian.

Johnson heard ate
work being done at theft
Center for Western Hi®
Studies and decided it«
the best home for thedl
tion.

Photo by /.ini nit rin ;jfi

BEADED HANGING POT WITH SHELLS
Just one of the thousands of Indian artifacts on display

Professors Jame s
Ronald Limbaugh. Hit
Neil and Maurice
have formed an ad hoi:
mittee to secure graii
foundation support I*
study of the collection.ft
Leod collection will he',
hibit in the University^
lery March 2-26.

Speaker will give talk on Gay civil
rights at Raymond Great Hall Thursi
San Francisco poitical ac
tivist and social reformer Har
vey Milk will speak on the to
pic "Gay Civil Rights; The
Time Is Now" this Thursday,
in an event sponsored by the
UOP Gay People s Union and
ASUOP.
Milk is well known on the
San Francisco political scene,
being personally involved in a
myriad of activities. In 1973 he
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ran openly as a Gay candi
date lor the Board of Supervi
sors. He has also been active
in voter registration drives,
and with the Gay community
concerns ol the San Francisco
Police Department's Com
munity Relations Unit.
One ol Milk's current pro-

bbied1"
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However, each individual
returns for three consecutive
evenings of follow-up instruc
tion before going off to medi
tate on his or her own. There
after, the individual may or
may not choose to take advan
tage of a continuing program of
activities for meditators at the
Stockton World Plan Center for
Transcendental Meditation!

LAST YEAR YOU THOUGHT

You can find just about anything
Go for it,

energy; greater relaxation,
faster reaction time; greater
clarity of mind; reduced an
xiety; improved academic per
formance;
relief
from
insomnia; improved resis
tance to disease; reduced use
of alcohol and cigarettes; in
creased creativity and pro
ductivity.
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Academic cheating common on the college campus
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And

although a 1964 surfound that schools which
rnploy the honor system have
Lleast amount of cheating. 11
' rs later colleges which do
'ploy the honor system have
found that upwards of 1/3 of
ath class cheat. An outbreak
\ cheating has attacked a
number of campuses.
The University of Flori,.lS honor court is presently
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S()nie observcl
hey have lost sight ol a more
;t;°r,anl question:
why is
tncie cheating?
As long as grades main
tain the basis for measuring
academic achievement and as
long as these grades depend 011
exam scores, the motivation;
lor cheating will remain high."

(quire OPINION

said a faculty member at East
ern Mennonite College.
"GRADING ENCOURA
GES cheating by wanting a
certain grade out of despera
tion," agreed Bernard Nisenholtz, a professor at Indiana
University at South Bend.
"Grades are determined by the
individual teacher. The grad
ing policies of professors vary
widely because of individual
biases in teaching, learning
and evaluation methods. The
system of grading is so subjec
tive that it doesn't mean any
thing," Nisenholtz went on to
say.
- "Like it or not, grades do
matter," commented Edward
M. White, a professor at Cai

Slate San Bernudino. "Re
member the draft and that the
lower rates for driving insur
ance go to A and B students."

class standing. The survey al
so showed that students feel
their grade equals their per
sonal net worth.

A 1970 study by Leroy Bar
ney revealed that 70 per cent of
all grade school children cheat.
The study found that children
cheat to hide their misunder
standing of the assignment, to
prevent others from thinking
they are stupid or to escape
Irom trying to live up to unre
alistic expectations.

Ironically, the net worth of
the grade itself has been decli
ning. Grade inflation—the re
cent
abunduce of A s and
B's—has led employers to re
sort to old job qualification
standards. "Belter a Prince
ton A' than an A' from a less
tamiliar school." said one ad
missions officer.

This trend is seen through
out the continuing educational
careers of students, the study
showed. A New York Times
survey has found that this fear
ful obsession with grades lias
led to students sabotaging II,e
work of others to improve their

MOST PIECEMEAL so
lutions to the present grad
ing/cheating problem have
met with limited success. Al
though thepass-fail system has
been initialed at many colleg
es, it has come under attack
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The opinions expressed in the "Letters to the EJilor" do
not necessarily represent the opinions of the Paeifican stall.
We reserve the right to edit any letters. All letters must he
typed and include names and addresses ol author — names
may be withheld upon request. Be as brief aspossible as space
is limited. Letters must be in by Monday afternoon to the
Paeifican office.
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Open letter to students, faculty admini
stration and artists in the Stockton com
munity.
This letter is written in an attempt to
clarify the role of the Department of Art,
College of the Pacific, in the operation and
planning of the "gallery" located on the se
cond level of the University Center.
The concept of having a gallery and arts
and crafts room included in the University
Center was initiated by the original Center
Planning Committee and developed from
concerns which they believed accurately re
flected the needs of the times. . . No mem
bers of the art department faculty were in
cluded on the original committee.
To my knowledge, the department was
contacted only once in reference to these
particular facilities . . . even this was a
somewhat informal discussion with the Cen
ter Planning Committee and two members
of the department . . . Essentially, the two
department faculty members were asked
about the kind and quantity of equipment
that should be included in the arts and crafts
100m.
At that time the planning committee
was advised that careful planning was neces
sary so that the arts and crafts program was
n°t in competition with the academic proBiam. . , thus it was important to consider
the overall concept as well as the specific

civil
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Based on current policy established by
the University coopsey
Based on current policy established by
fhe University Center committee, the
gallery" must be considered a multi-purP°se space ... as a lounge, reading room
and

display space. Any traveling group, or
'"dividual art exhibitions must be arranged
'0r by the sponsoring agent with the University
Center Committee on the Arts
,which

at this time is getting^Vganized), and

'he University Center director.
Since the opening of the University

Center, the Department of Art has re
vested and received permission to uset e
gallery" once . . . during the month of
wtuary we held an exhibition of works from
ttle faculty of the Department of Art, Sacrafento City College.
.
Any other exhibitions we care to ave11
hf "gallery" will have to be arranged or
,0||owing University Center policy and it
understanding that allocation wi
*ade on a first come, first serve basis.
, "lease note that the Department o
as no quarrel with the policies, we are m
c°itcerned with the rumors and be ie
are floating around among some groups
goffer these comments to clarify t esi
tion:

To students and faculty—who would
like to see more variety and faster changing
exhibitions ... It is not the art depart
ment delaying these concerns . . . We do
not control the space nor share in the bud
get for this facility. The formation of the Stu
dent Committee for the Arts seems impera
tive
to the successful operation of the
"gallery" and the arts and crafts room. Any
one interested in working on this commit
tee should contact the University Center
director.
To faculty and administration—who
feel that the department's needs in refer
ence to a gallery have been fulfilled by the
current
University
Center
"gallery"
. . . Our gallery needs cannot be fulfilled
in an inadequately designed space, located
away from our instructional operation, and
without policy and operational control. To
view these facilities as fulfilling the
department's needs would be both aca
demically and morally irresponsible.
To the artists of the Stockton com
munity: As indicated above, since we do not
control the scheduling of exhibitions in the
"gallery" space, we cannot consider your
work for this location other than in the form
of recommendations to the University Cen
ter director.
There are a number of very important
concerns and activities that could be deve
loped through the "gallery " operation. I
have always felt that it should be a studentrun, student-operated facility ... a place
where students could bring work for
consignment, where aspiring students could
have exhibitions of their work, a place to
which artists from a variety of locales could
be invited to exhibit work that students
wanted to see. A place where students could
gain some skills in the on-going concerns of
operating a gallery . . .These comments are
concerns that were at one time or another
expressed (at least in part) by previous
ASUOP officials.
Now that the University Center has be
come a living reality and is striving to shape
its future, it seems most important that the
university community lend support. . . this

must particularly come from ASUOP and
the many other student groups. The
Department of Art has expressed its wil
lingness to support the University Center
whenever it can be appropriately done with
out interfering with our department goals
but, we will not nor should not be held
responsible for any "bad vibes" which have
developed out of a situation which we
neither promoted nor have control over.

Larry Walker
Chairman, Department of Art.

because ol some recent stud
ies that claimed graduate and
professional
schools looked
down ona transcript laden w ith
"puss" grades.
Some have said that one
strategy might be to let grade
inflation run its course. If
grades become an ineffective
means of evaluation, then a
new system would have to he
designed, they have reasoned.
Educator William (Pas
ser, author of "Schools Without
Failure argued that the ulti
mate
solution to cheating
would be "a grading system
which would not rate students
against each other, thus elimi
nating the psychological lactor ol lailure. " By reducing the
stress of competition, said
(Passer, cheating would also
decrease.

withheld' letter
Dear Editor:
I too deplore the behavior
ol students who play their
radios loudly, shout obsceni
ties demonstrating
their
limited vocabularies and all
the other social offenses.
Moreover. 1 dislike this anti
social behavior in any stu
dents hut have found that this,
occurs nearly across I lie- cam
pus. Ipropose that Natne-withhled -upon-reguest campaign
for general higher level deport
ment and not accuse only one
group without naming a wider
category ol offenders.
I also deplore the editors
for giving this writer anony
mity. How are we going to look
at the quality of his/her evi
dence if we tolerate secret u ilnesses on the campus? 1 pro
pose that this unhappv soul
document careful investiga
tion showing how much more
frequently these offenses oc
cur among the HEP students
than others, for instance
fraternities and sororities and
any other identifiable group.
O. Boyd Malhias
Callison College

trillion lrom campus security
I also note that complaints
are made as to people know
ing where HEP students live.
What is the solution to llns.
Shall we indulge then' par
anoid tear by hiding tlietn away Iron, the lest ol campus
and it we did so wouldn't that
delc.it the idea ol desegragation
The High School Equi\ ilenee Program, in theory .
is an excellent idea and should
111 lad. he continued, but not as
it stands today. The article
states that about 5(1 per cent ol
loose who went through the
program this year went on to
college or got .1 job. Kilty per
cent is a terrible rate ol suc
cess' 1 111 sure d this program
wasn't run by the government
it would hat e been overhauled
long ago. As 11 is today the HEP
is merely ail appeasement ol a
group ol people w ho have lound
it easier to get what they want
by w liiiung lor it
In conclusion, belore you
self-righteous people start
pointing the linger and yelling
bigot. I think you should lake a
close look al your own fears
and prejudces.
Alan Wilcox

Displeased with
Student responds
to HEP article

ASUOP senators

Dear Editor:
Perhaps it is a little lute to
Dear Editor:
express my displeasure and
This letter is in retort to the
extreme disappointment 1
Iroot page article 011 I Ol's
have in our senators.
High School Equivilence Pro
However, it is never too
gram which appeared in the
late for future senators to cor
February 2K. issue ol the
rect the existing situation, i.e.
Pacitican.
senators voting according to
The quotes made by the
their personal biases without
HEP students leaves the in,
consulting
their
consti
pression that we.-white Anglo
tuencies. This is inexcusable,
saxon.Protestant.middle class
not to mention undemocratic.
taxpayer are a pack ol Hints
1 am referring to the tiring
sitting around waiting lor an
and reinstatement ol Social
innocent young HEP student to
Director Lee Rosenberg. The
step out ol line so we can Iae
issue is not a question ol rein
ther oppress them. 1 would like
statement. The problem lies in
to remind them whose looting
the fact that our senators do not
the bill lor this government
truly reflect the views of those
give-away program.
who placed them in office, the
In this article the tirsl pa, students. The fact remains that
agragh states how some HEP
students are kept in the dark
students don t leel that they lit
which is intolerable when the
in. And they won't il thc\ con
issue is us crucial as this one.
tinue lorlilying the cultural
I attended the senate meet
and language barrier that pre
ing Febuury 25 and was dumb
sently exists. They need to afounded at the ignorance of the
dopt our s\ stem as we need to
senators. It was not until the
learn to understand and ex
closed meeting 011 Eebuary 24
cept their culture. W hy adopt
that some of the senators
our system? Because they re thoroughly became informed
living ,11 a social s> stem w here
of the political conflict that had
everyone must, to sonic de
been raging since Friday noon.
gree. adopt a common .concept
This beingso. there w as 110 w ay
and live by n in order lor the
that the senators could have
system to survive.
voted according to the view s ol
In continuing. 1 rather
the students they represent.
doubt that the punishment to, a
One might question the
breech in the regulations com
degree ol communication that
mitted by a HEP student is any
could have occurred between
worse than it would be for any
the firing ql Mr. Rosenberg on
other student committing the
Friday. Eebuary 21 and his
same act. Although 1 think that
reinstatement on Tuesday.
due to some ol their past ac
However, is it so difficult lo
tions. (example: tile chain and
talk with people in the Mall,
knite light in trout ol GraceCoroomates. Iriends ol roomvell Hall. April ol last year,
mutes and classmates? 1 have
would justify a little extra at-

talked with many people who
were not aware ol the conflict.
I. for one, was not asked what
my views were, despite the fuel
I frequent the ASUOP office,
unlike many of our senators.
11 senators are unaware of
what is going on within
ASUOP. they certainly cannot
be expected to act us medi
ators between ASUOP and the
students. Since the students
are unaware, how can the sena
tors fairly represent their
constituencies?? The majority
ol senators are not repre
senting you or me. Their deci
sions are based on their per
sonal opinions and desires. Is
this the kind of senate you want
representing you?
Mell La Valley
COP

write all over the bathroom
walls, shout obscenities,
smoke pot, you name it. . .it's
done. Writing on our bathroom
walls does not look especially
appealing and doesn't make a
good impression on visitors.
They think we're going to a
dump instead ol a $5,000 uni
versity.
What can be done about
i,Jthis problem? Could we put
them in a dorm all their own''
'6r better yet try to teach them
to act as adults and not as child
ren who want two lollipops in
stead of just one.
I find the whole situation
nauseating.
This parody has been
brought
to
you
bv
EVERYBODY except "Name
withheld by request
Brad NaPier

Writes parody
on HEP letter
Dear Editor,
The problem of con
trolling the WASP students in
my dorm has come to my at
tention and greatly concerns
me. I have noticed the pro
blem for two years now and it
doesn't seem to get any bet
ter— only worse.
I have asked myself why
we have such trash in such a re
spectable school.Ithink it's be
cause the university needs the
money. If we have to stoop to
such levels, then that's pretty
sad too.
So what is the problem?
Their noise is very disruptive
and seems to be going 24 hours
a day. Their radios are always
blaring. What kind oi learning
environment is this? They
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clever innovations as non-ma
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The credit lor actually
bringing moments of genuine
entertainment to the 47th an
nual Band Frolic belongs to the
residents of South/West Hall.
Their skit. "The Magical My
stery Meal", brought to the ba

This is concert week
Two eventsare planned for
originally was an unpublished
tomorrow and Tuesday to let
work of Rossini written for
you drift into the dimensions of
piano. It was recently dis
music and dream a little
covered
by
Respighi.
a
dream.
contemporary Italian com
Tomorrow will be the
poser, who arranged it for the
Spring Band Concert and Tues
Russian Ballet.
day POP w ill present IheFnivTHE BAND and the en
ersily
Symphony
Concert.
Both concerts are at tt: 1.7 p.m. semble are both composed of
in the Conservatory Audi wind and percussion instru
ments. but the band has 95
torium.
members, whereas the en
The
Pacific
Wind
semble does not exeede 50
Ensemble, conducted by Dr. C.
Dale Fjerslad. will open the players.
The idea of a wind en
Spring Band Concert with Sifonia No. 4 by William Hartly. semble began in the early
Next, the band will play La 1950 s with a small group
Boutique Fantasque. which organized to duplicate the con

This is
Entertainment!
B\ A.YI'HOW BRYANT
The Oscar nominations are out. and once again it's time
for Hollywood to play the publicity game.
While looking through the Los Angeles Times the other day
1 noticed that certain motion picture ads were increasing in
size, with print which read: "CHINATOWN, 11 AC'ADEMN
AWARD NOMINATIONS".
,
Producer-director (and also writer) Francis Ford Cop
pola pulled the biggest coup of the year by capturing two Best
Picture nominations (for "The Conversation and "The God-

chest'ral wind
cepts of the orcl
section.
Today, the wind ensemble
is usually augmented in the
urea of the clarinets, occa
sionally with two players on a
part, and often times with
flutes in order to balance the
more powerful brass players.
The membership is highly
selective.
The University Symphony
Orchestra will be conducted by
Dr. Warren vanBronkhorst.
The orchestra will open with
Serenade in D Major, Opus 11
by Brahms. Then they will play
Ravel's Scheherazade. This is
not the same Scheherazade
that the Stockton Symphony
Orchestra is playing. The
soloist will be Margaret Dehning singing soprano.
After the intermission, the
orchestra will play Brahms'
Piano Concerto No. 1 in D
Minor,Opus 15, with Thomas
Bell on the piano. Both Defining
and Bell are graduate stu
dents. The concert will finish
with Suite Provencale by Milhuud.

father Part II ").
Coppola must have been thrilled w hen his "Great Gatsby"
received a nomination for best costuming.
On the other hand. "The Great Gatsby" might just be a
film Coppola would like to forget. Many critics consider "Gats
by" to be the "biggest flop of the year". I consider it to be the
"most over-critcized film ol the year .

not) lunny jokes.
Carlos Brown's brilliant
impersonation ol Paul Fairbrook was the highlight of the
entire program. South/West
began their act with Jim Ortize doing a terrific take-off on

were flying.
French director Francois Truffaut received a nomina
tion for "Day for Night" which won Best Foreign Film last
year. It's a crime that it wasn't nominated for Best Picture this
year.
One of the most stagnated nomination categories is Best
Actor. It just wouldn't be the same unless Jack Nicholson. Dustin Hoffman and A1 Pucino were nominated.
A lot of people are disappointed that "Blazing Saddles"
and "Young Frankenstein" didn't receive more nominations:
but we Mel Brooks faithfuls willbe rooting for Madelin Kahn to
win the Best Supporting Actress award that she was robbed of
last year (by her co-star Tutum O'Neal who should have been
nominated for Best Actress).

In this scene, the men ol Alpha Kappa Lambda show the lorm
which enabled them to win in the men's category ol Band
Frolic again this year. Delta Gamma won in the women sdi\ ision.

By ANTHONY BRYANT

IN-DASH CASSETTE
STFREO PLAYER
"AM/FM/FM STEREO

•12995

Automatic stop and eject • Fast forward
• Adjustable shafts for mounting in almost
every car • 4-channel stereo through speaker
matrix • FM stereo, tape indicator lights

A classic opens tonight.
And with that. POP stu
dents and
the Stockton
community are in for a treat.
The French playwright.
Moliere. wrote
The Misan

"The characters ol that
period were somewhat one
dimensional, " says director
Ken Fleishour. "By actually

S s y : : . u .
:
V'^'K :
'

'S'N.::

In Rehearsal

Photo by Lowv

Robert Scott (Alceste) and Roberta Polgar (Celemine) dur
ing a rehearsal for the University Theater's latest produc
tion, "The Misanthrope", which opens tonight at 8

no minimum order

Something New

Copy Center of Stockton

Custom-Made Engagent and
Wedding Ring Sets

42 W. HARDING

by

CALL FOR
SHOW TIMESJ
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463"6/67

SHERWOOD

Rings designed to suit your individual taste cost
no more than standard design at Bud Behney
to all UOP students
and faculty

32V Yokut Avenue- 477 9325

I

Other characters include
Oronte, the poet, played by Mi
chael Nicholson, and Philinte,
played by Phil Hubbard.

because we operate a manufacturing shop on our
create rings
cost

to

alter,

design,

and

207 E.

WEBER AVE.
downtown across
from the courthouse

Jewelers

463-0240

nough, the pom-pon girl typl
would come running out frorJ

Band

nowhere and do their little
rou.
tines.
They did, of c°urse

halftime at a

change their variation-on.a.|
otard outfit for each differen(

song.
The
only
non-sorority
house entrant in the female dj
vision was Eiselen House. p,,r
haps a special trophy lor 0UI
standing achievement in ^
taste, tackiness and the riiI)
ning into the ground ol 0|d
raunchy jokes that were nevw
funny when they were ne\»
should have been awarded t0
Eiselen.
In"KungFooey ".theSAj;
contribution, there were

Show" saluting hit

girls in costumes
KKold'south" Kappa Al
pom-pon
pha Theta offered
Delta
t
„ ,,ncf 11m
eirls in hobo costumes.
8
offered pom-pon girls
Gamma o...- - _ M;|(,Uon,

'Finishing
Touches
at Delta

What should parents do
when their son brings his room
mate home from college-aim

it's a girl?
.
In the comic ploy**,m"
shing
Touches".
opening
March 7 at Delta Community
College, the lather takes a \ ei •
y direct action—he .runs off
with the girl.
"Finishing Touches is a
new work by Jean Kerr, au
thor of "Mary. Mary", and in
fact Delta had to secure spe
cial permission
from the
Dramatists Play Service ol
New York because the play is
still on the restricted release

Kerr uses the play for ano
ther of her satirical reviews of
modern American life. The la
ther's escapades prompt his
wife to have her own fling, and
it's the young people who end
up trying to calm down the old
er folks.
The parents ar,e played by
Alison Barnwell and Douglas
Brennan. with Dean Butleracting the role of son. All are from
UOP. Others in the cast are
Tom Riccobuono of Gait. Col
leen Kinsely and Vickie Caru
so of Stockton, and Mark Yon
Culin and Chrjs Schueler of
UOP.

The trophy for the best co
ed dormitory skit was avvarted to South/West. Alpha Rappa Lambda won first place in
the fraternity division, with
Phi Kappa Tau placing second
and Omega Phi Alpha placing
third. First place in the fe
male living group division
went to Delta Gamma, second
place went to Alpha Chi Ome
ga and third place went to Kap
pa Alpha Theta.

Neil Simon's first corned)
hit, "Come Blow Your Horn>
pens tonight at Stockton Civic
Theatre.
Featured performers in
elude UOP'sown Dennis Jones
and James Kelley.
"Come Blow Your Horn
is directed by Rose Silvan
and is scheduled to runthrough
April 5.
Further information cm
be obtained by calling Stock
ton Civic Theatre at 463-6813

Admission is
free to
ASUOP card irolders tonight
and tomorrow.
Those interested in free ad
mission on any night can usher
by calling 946-2116. or by
signing up al the DeMareus
Brown Theatre.
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gue's best " This yo.m I
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racking up 630 points u
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Friday, March 7
6:30&9 p.m. "The Silence" University Center Theatre
10 a.m.-6 p.m. "Travel Faire" in University Center
8 p.m. "The Misanthrope" DeMareus Brown Theatre
8 p.m. "Finishing Touches" Delta Speech Arts Auditorium
8 p.m. "Come Blow Your Horn" Stockton Civic Theatre
8 p.m. Humble Pie (Farewell Tour) - Winterland (S.F.)
8 p.m. Randy Monica, piano. Sr. recital (1/2)
Ed Buchanan, Trumpet, Sr. recital (1/2) - Conservatory
9 p.m. John Astor and Jonathan Merideth at Rathskeller

KEN FLEISHOUR

to 16.

Simon at Civic

Calaveras Calendw!

The two fops are being
played by Dan Stanley and
Doug Yost.
When asked, "Why clas
sics at UOP?", Fleishour re
sponded, "The classics are
that genre from which today's
authors are drawing. It's the
foundation of today's theatre."
ACT has proven that there
is a place in the theatre of to
day lor the classics ("Cyrano
de Bergerac" and "The Ta
ming
of
the
Shrew").
"THE MISANTHROPE"
runs Fridays and Saturdays
through March 22.

g0

number of very funny lines and
bits, but the skit was, to pUtlt
mildly, lacking in continuity
One gets the feeling, however
that this may well have been
the quality SAE was striving
for. With the exception of a
long and boring introduction
which was just plain bad. the
rest of "Kung Fooey" wasso
bad that it seemed almost
good.
Omega Phi Alpha did a
soap opera take-off, complex
with commercials. Theretvere
several funny moments, suck
as singing toes and dancing
prunes, but their effect w as lost
in that they were dragged out
for so long that they became®
longer funny.

basis.
The Delta performances
will be at 8 p.m. March 7. 8. 13.
14 and 15 in theSpeech Arts Au
ditorium til thi' old campus.
The director is Lou Nardi.
who is running the Delta dra
ma department in the absence
of department head Al Muller.
currently on sabbatical.

"Wild and Peaceful' is the
theme for a fashion show
scheduled this Sunday by Del
ta Sigma Theta sorority at

*"in
ver>

P"-s

I'he other PCAA schools
pady looking forwurd I
P*«.'t later this month wl
|Shying to record ,,u„|
P The Pacific team n
P ugh ut't however it is i
sometime S,,nU(|.c
Rlhe top ol the

Uaiulii
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Saturday, March 8
1:30, 4, 6:30, 9 p.m. "The Silence" University Center Theatre
8 p.m. "The Misanthrope" DeMareus Brown Theatre
8 p.m. "Finishing Touches" Delta Speech Arts Auditorium
8 p.m. "Come Blow Your Horn" Stockton Civic Theatre
8 p.m. Humble Pie (Farewell Tour) - Winterland (S.F.I
8 p.m. Spring Band Concert - Conservatory
9:30 p.m. Dance at Raymond Great Hall, featuring the Kondells
Sunday, March 9
1:30. 4. 6:30, 9 p.m. "The Silence" University Center Theatre
2 p.m. Delta Sigma Theta Fashion Show - Pacific Club
8 p.m. Black Student s Union meeting - Wendell Phillips Center
8 p.m Jazz Concert - Delta Speech Arts Auditorium
Monday, March 10
6:30 p.m. "Yehuda" KUOP

(91.3)

Tuesday March It
8 P.m. String Orchestra Concert - Conservatory
Wednesday, March 12

Marv Adams Exle'"' Piano' Sr' 1 ec'tal (1/2)
Mary Adams, soprano. Sr. recital (1/2)
8:15 p.m. Linda Clayton, double bass. RAS.
Thursday, March 13

8 p.m. "Finishing Touches

Delta Speech Arts Auditorium
7 P m Terrv t°P'e S lJnion mee,ing - call 466-1496 for time and!»'
y
e
an
»8-15 d m
_ "T,,k
, if2 1P'
°. Jr. ,cl
recital
"
-'lld' • Conservatory
3 Tu^a Ensemble - Conservatory
-P.m. Steve Lewis and Craig Schwartz - Rathskeller

Time to re-do that dorm room or apartment and get that
funky stuff down off the walls.
The

your specification at no extra

Sets start at $100.

^

c<s,»
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GET DOWN

We can offer this specialized service
can

part0Wdk

One of Fleishour's inno
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * vations in the staging of "The
Misanthrope" is a more ex
tensive use ol the servants, Du
bois, played by Carson Miles,
and Basque, played by Janis
Stevens.

.

sorority

that could easily have been

in advance and $3 at the door.
Tickets are available at the University Center information
window. Miracle Music or
from members of the sorority.

According to Fleishour.
They are written in only as
those people who announce other people arriving. I've tried
H-I to carry this one step further
* and take it back to the period
* when it was written, where the
* servants also become a con* trolling aspect. They open and
* close the curtain, they change
the setting between scenes and
in doing so I've elaborated on it
and given them a relationship
to each other: and they have
moments of pure humor."
Roberta Polgar portrays
Celemine. the misanthrope's
romantic interest in the play.
Elizabeth Jacobs plays Arsinoe. of whom it is said:
"hides the nudity in her pic
tures. but loves the reality."

TRI-DELTA'S skit
s
place in a mailroom andeve,
ytime the girls in the maiL
room started to sing, su '

baDa-

^AlphtThtomegatinaskit

Fashion
show set

"Most of Moliere s other
plays,"
stated
Fleishour,
"tend to be slapstick like the
hypochondriac in "The Ima
ginary Invalid", or the quack
practices of the doctors in "The
Doctor in Spite ol Himself '.
"hi "The Misanthrope .
Moliere is trying to make a
statement about the vices ol
the time. The false flattery, the
bow ing.the kissing ass to get a
position at court.

_

way resemble

UOP.
Described as an "AlroSpring Fashion Show", the evcnl will be from 2 to 5 p.m. in
hates humanity." The part is . The Pacific Club atop Pacilic
being played by Robert Scot!, a
Memorial Stadium. The lashveteran of the Delia and UOP
ions will be by Yenita's Alrostage. The character. Alceste.
Media ol Berkeley .
"hates mankind lor its
The show is the first event
deviousness. its flattery He
sponsored by Delta Sigma The
advocates truth in all tilings,
ta. a newly organized sorority
i He refuses to play society's
on the Pacific campus.
game.
Ticket prices will be $2,50

copies |

^{bmNfoSe IN MARENGO CENTER

premises, where we

Fronc a

XEROX

• 15 Watts

20%®»

ally impossible fo

this year.
The other co-ed living
group entered this year was
Grace Covell.
Their skit
"Food.GloriousFood". and. as
the title suggests, it also dealt
with the UOP Food Service.
The songs were taken from the
musical "Oliver" and the high
light of this skit was when se
veral students were sneaking
into the dining hall to steal lood
and Jim Meade sang "You ve
Got to Fill a Pocket or Two".
There is most certainly a
place in college life for each
and every female who learned
thbse little pom-pon girl rou
tines in high school. That place
is, of course, a sorority Band
Frolic act.

staging the piny, we gel the
opportunity to give the charac
ters more dimension and more
personality than w hen the play
is read."
Fleishour stated that the
reason for doing a 300-year-old
play was "to give the student in
drama and those interested in
drama, a better historical per
spective. By actually doing a
show, you get the language that
was at that time, you get a feel
for the style of clothes and you
get a feel for the style of move
ment "
„.
A MISANTHROPE is "one who

thrope" a long time ago. but
it's still as lunny as ever. BOO
vears later.

t0 your

theme, « »

a major miracle.
At the end ol the skit Sa
turday night the one and only
real Paul Fairbrook, who was
in the audience, ran up on
stage
and
joined
the
South/West
residents
in
singing an encore ol the title
song, adding a delightful improvisational ending to what
was without a doubt the bright
est contribution to Band F rolic

There are three major theatrical productions opening in
Stockton tonight, and the local throng has made its mark in
each.
In UOP's "The Misanthrope" most of the cast members
UOP students. In Delta's "FinishingTouches" five of the eight
cast members are UOP students; and in Civic s "Come Blow
Your Horn" is one UOP.student andone faculty member (Den
nis Jones of the drama department).

Jewelers.

THE SAME holds true for

AKL in action

--_

sic

the other songs, which inclu
ed "Paul Fairbrook-Superslar"
as the
title M
The fact that a dormitory could
gather so large a group of .U.
residents to participate m
Band Frolic is a feat in Use but that these students could
then coordinate their talen
into such an entertaining act is

Let s hear it for UOP's actors!

6130 Pacific Avenue 477-0082
Daily 106: Thursdays til 9.

have been

UOP presents Moliere $
'The Misanthrope'

THE FACT that the Best Picture nominations went to
"Chinatown . "Godfather II and "Lenny came as no sur
prise to most people: but when "The Towering Inferno and
"The Conversation" were announced, the "you're kiddings"

•FT403

Tevye's opening speech
m
Swo
•Fiddler on the Root .
This led to the f,rst song,
which was a rewrite ol Fid
"Tradition", entitled
dler's
(whatelse?) "Nutrition
Not
only was the rewrite clever
but the lyrics being sung could
actually be understood.
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Wall Hangings

Save yourself some bucks with a 70% discount
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laced
from
and fk0SeState'Howard State
and the wtnner, Stanford.
TIGERS will have a
ugh test this weekend when
they travel to San Diego to
morrow to compete in the Az
tec Invitational. Coach Glen
Albaugh considers the teams
competing in this tourney to be
the best teams in the Western
nited States." Although he
feels UOP has little chance of
placing high, 'the team has
been playing well and is im
proving daily."
Currently, Kelly Erardi
leads the team with a 76.9 average, followed byScott Clark
and Scott Puailoa. Rich Allen,
Jell Metzger, Hank Zastrow
and Chris Jordan round out the
Pacific squad.
The team will play San
Jose State in a dual match to
day in preparation for their
trip to the southlands.
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Ready for the big one
tankers lake a well-deserved break during
their
preparation for the up-commg PCAA championship '
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GREG BAVA, Sports Editor
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By GKEG BAVA

Lacrosse
begins

This weekend the COP swimmers are in Long Beach for the
KAA Swimming Championships and will be playing the difficult
role of delending champions. The past two times that Pacific has
made the trip they have come away bearing the title of "the leaf.
juts best This year how ever, the Tigers will face a stiff chal
jturi'd performers in'OP'sown Dennis Jones lenge from two very strong schools. Long Beach State and San
Diego State.
imes Kelley.
Another big task which the Tiger tankers will probably not be
nmr Blow Your Horn
able lo accomplish is provide an encore fortheir tremendous per•cted by Rose Silvani
limance at last year's meet. The Tigers set an unbelievable rescheduled to run through
iwd for most total points by a school in the championships by
racking up 630 points and out-distancing runner-up Long Beach
rther information can
Sale by 269 points. En route to victory.Pacific swimmers placed
.iincd by calling Stockfirst in 11 ol the meet's 16 events and set four league records.
>lc Theatre at 463-6813._ , Although the Tigers do not have the depth of last year's squad.
IB Inequality I he team possesses is enough to meet the challenge of
Ike other PCAA schools. Craig Schwartz and Kevin Drake are alIB looking forward to competing in the NCAA championship
fleet later this month while a number of other UOPswimmerswill
P*tying to record qualifying times in the PCAA meet,
r The Pacific team members know they are trying to follow a
Piwghaet however it is sale to assume that when the final race is
iff. sometime Saturday night, the name UOP will be somewhere
I ktthe lop of the standings board.
ler Theatre

II Simon's first comedy
imc Blow Your Horn "o'(light at Stockton Civic

The UOP Lacrosse Club
will begin play this Saturday
when it travels to the Bay Area
to play the Palo Alto Lacrosse
Club. Pacific's first lacrosse
team is a member of the seventeam Northern California La
crosse League. Other mem
bers of the league include Stan
ford, California, Palo Alto,
Monterey, San Francisco, and
UC Davis.
"I'm looking forward to
this first game to see how well
our players will perform in
competition,"
commented
Charlie Bates, team playercoach.
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MEYER
CITED Liza
Lilley, Leslie Silver, Laurie
Lloyd, Jan Alhouse and Dena
Mason as the girls who will see
"considerable "action. How
ever, Linda Littell, Tami Boynton, Alyce O'Connor, Claudia
Bartelson and Amyjo Jacobson should also see some play
ing time.
Helping Meyer with the
tennis program is assistant
coach Leslie Hickcox, gradu
ates Marilyn May, and Katie
Collier and Ted Cho.
"We're a young team with
no standout player since Sue
Collier is on the men's team, "
said Mayer. "We've got great
depth, but we're going to have
to play better doubles if we're
going to make the league play
offs."

in a game won by UOP 3-0

Pacific closes season
with win over SJS
By DAN LAMBERTSON
The UOP Tiger cages
finished their worst season in
12 years on a happy note us
they nipped San Jose State 7977 last Saturday night at the
Civic Auditorium.
Playing like a team
contending for the cham
pionship rather than last place,
the Tigers out-hustled a deter
mined San Jose State team en
route to victory.
The win broke a four-game
losing streak for the Tigers, upping their league record to 3-7
and their final record to 12-14.
The Tigers were led by
Leonard Armato who, though
he is only a junior in eligibility,
was playing his last game as a
Tiger. The six-foot guard will
graduate this spring and will
go on to law school next year.
He shot 50 per cent from
the field (10-20) on his way to
scoring 24 points for the night.
He was supported by Ron
James with 14, along with Gary
Dean and Chad Meyer who
each had 11, all seniors who
were also playing their last
games for Pacific.
Leading by as many as 13
points during the first half, the
Tigers gave way to a late surge
in the first half by the Spartans
and led by only four at halftime, 46-42.
But the Tigers came out
determined not to give any
more ground, and never fell be
hind in the second hull. Though
they never pulled away, the Ti
gers had several commanding
leads in the second hull, and
with just over three minutes
left in the game they led 78-71.
But frantic Sun Jose de
fenders forced Pacific players
into key mistakes and with a
minute to it was suddenly 78-77.
It looked like San Jose

would win the game us the
Spartans got the bull and
started to work for a final shot.
But Pacific's tight man-to-man
defense caused Ron Fair of Sun
Jose to walk when he could find
no one to pass to, and the Ti
gers got the ball.
But Pacific could not get
the ball across half court in 10
seconds, according to the offi
cials, and with 14 seconds left,
San Jose got another chance.
They shot and missed, and
Chad Meyer was fouled trying
to get the rebound. He made
the first shot, but missed the
second.
San Jose rebounded, and
quickly threw the ball to their

18 points, and Alan Westover;
and Kevin Purcell added 12«
each as the Pacific JV Basket^
ball team beat San Jose State;
JV's 64-59 last Saturday to bej?
come the winningest in Tigeit'
history.
• The win brought their final
season record to 20-4, better
ing the 19-5 mark set by the
1971-72 freshman team.

high scorer. Pete Miller with 25
points. Just at the buzzer, he
caught the ball and Hipped it
from about mid-court right into
the basket.
Many a groan was heard as
San Jose's coaches started ar
guing that the shot was good.
But the referees indicated it
had come too late, and the vic
tory was official for the Tigers.

Tennis team splits
The UOP's tennis team said head coach Maurice Mcedged Santa Clara, 5-4, Feb. 26 Cullen. "We need to get our
but were then trampled by Chi doubles together soon or it's go-!
co State, 9-0, last Saturday.
ing to cost us some matches.';
Both matches were held at
The Chico State match was
the UOP courts and moved the
a matter of Chico State just be
Tigers record to 3-2 for the sea ing too good.
son.
"There wasn't even a close
The Santa Clara match
match," said McCullen. "We
wasn't decided until it was fi d didn't play well, but even if we"
had, we still wouldn't have.
nally over. The winners in sin
gles were Mark Weiser, Steve ' won."
Kessler, Mike Lee and Ron
The team travels toStanis
Kronenberger. In doubles, the
laus State today for a match
winner was the team of Kesstarting at 2 p.m. and travels to
sler-Weiser.
Chico State this Wednesday for
"We were lucky to win," a match starting at 2 p.m. also.

ASIIOP GROCERY STORE
GARDEN OF EATIN'
8 - 16 oz. Dr. Pepper $1.19 (15® each)
6 - 16 oz. Coca Cola 98c
Free Root Beer Trays
Given With The Purchase Of
One Case Of 28 oz. Soft
Drinks

We've got a plan
to make your banking easier.
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H„ria«on Study Cen«,e

The College Plan

What we've got is a very
special package of services
designed specifically for col
lege students. We call it the
College Plan, and here's what
makes it so special:

The College Plan
Checking Account.

First you get completely 1
unlimited checkwriting for
just $1 a month. (Free during
June, July and August.) You get
monthly statements. And the account
stays open through the summer even
with a zero balance, so you don't
have to close it in June, reopen it in
the fall.

Personalized College Plan Checks

jb opportunities
in the field of

PL ACEMENT

O
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to add something unique to your college
What an exciting way to a
q{ Evansville at our Hariaxton
experience! J°'n theJJri
^ You>n earn a fun year of college
Study Centre m E"9 a"d
beautiful Victorian manor. And you I
credits for
dasesheld in^^ndon,
Paris, non«=
Rome —
-throughcreans
i<->. ""7—
|in London, fans,
dme t°f Eluding room, board and tuition,
have plenty
r
out Europe. ^henc°f jjfie(j college students, includingfreshmen
$3,400. Op®" ?enrollment is limited, so send the coupor

AMERICAN
*». -JUATE SCHOOL

* r v 'ews may be scheduled at

TOW.

Get college and
England and you
together next fall

'scuss qualifications for
advanced study at

Jr,d
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The nightcap of the doubleheader was decided in the fifth
inning when Miyama broke a
scoreless tie with a two-out,
bases-loaded single. Church
pitched five strong innings and
notched the win.
The Tigers will play St.
Mary's today at Billy Hebert
Field starting at 3 p.m. and
travel tomorrow to Chico State
for a doubleheader.

Gary Miyama delivers the game-deciding hit,
a bases-loaded single, against Humboldt State

flTothl'rs with varied interests to become

''

. C'nn!l

Word went the distance against Sacramento allowing
eight hits and striking out six.
The game featured five home
runs, three of which came from
Tiger bats. Douglas, Boer and
Cronin each tallied round-trip
pers while the Tigers as a team
pounded Hornet Hurlers for 12
hits.
After being held to just
three hits in the second game
that night, UOP exploded the
following day to give starter
Franklin his second victory of
the season.

Pholo by vonKalinowski
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By CHRIS MAYTMER
The UOP women's tennis
team has had four practice
matches against junior col
leges and are now in the midst
of getting prepared for the allimportant league matches.
The women belong to the
Northern California Intercol
legiate Athletic Conference
which is made up of two eightteam divisions. The top two
teams from each division then
qualify for the league playoffs.
"The four matches with
the JC's gave us a chance to see
who will play where," said
head coach Doris
Meyer.
"Also, it gave all the girts on
the team a competitive edge."
The team hosts Stanislaus
State next Thursday for a
match starting at 3 p.m.

:QU MPER::ANGOULEfrg

I FOCUS ON FRANCE
JUNE

Tigers are most concerned.
However, Stubbs related, "All
of the pitchers are getting a
chance to throw in these early
games and high ERA's are to
be expected. By the time the
league season begins we should
be ready."
Syd Church leads the
mound corps with a 0.90 ERA
and Franklin has a record of
two wins and no losses.
This past weekend was
very successful for the Tigers
who won three out of their four
games. They defeated Sacra
mento State 11-4 last Friday
and that same night dropped a
4-2 decision to Humboldt State.
The following day they swept a
doubleheader from Humboldt,
13-2 and 3-0.

Women netters to
begin league play

TIGER TALES
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The Pacific baseball team,
after a slow start which saw
them drop three of their first
four games, put together four
victories in five contests to up
their record to 5-4 overall.
The most recent victory, a
6-4 win over UC Davis last
Tuesday was'indicative of the
way the Tigers have used good
hitting recently to win games.
Gary Miyama's three-run
homer in the first inning gave
the pitching staff enough sup
port to clinch the victory. A
host of Tiger hurlers, includ
ing Rick Aceves, Scott Moore,
John Franklin, RussWordand
Larry Prewitt, all saw action,
with Moore receiving the win.
John Rodriguez had three hits
while Miyama and Tom Jones
chipped in two apiece.
Coach Tom Stubbs was
very pleased with what he cal
led "a potentially strong hit
ting attack," which currently
boasts a .264 team average.
Miyama, who batted .209 over
all last season, leads the team
with a .429 mark. Five other
Tigers are over the .300 mark,
including Rodriguez .329, Mike
Cronin .360, L.J. Douglas .333,
Jones .324 and Ron Zakoor with
.308.
"Jones has been a plea
sant surprise since making the
transition from outfield to
shortstop and I'm pleased with
Miyama's strong hitting,"
commented Stubbs.
"Cronin, Douglas and
Dave Boer have been playing
well and Rodriguez has really
kept the team together with his
fine play at third and good atti
tude," said Stubbs.
The pitching would seem to
be the area with which the
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are included at a very low cost. Scenic or
other style checks for a little more.
BankAmericard® Next, if you're a qualified student of
sophomore standing or higher, yoli can also get
BankAmericard. Use it for tuition at state universities, for
check cashing identification and everyday purchases. Con• siervative credit limits help you 6 art building a good credit
history.
Overdraft Protection. This part of the package helps you

avoid bounced checks, by covering
all your checks up to a prearranged limit.
Educational Loans. Details on
^ Studyplan® and Federally In
sured loans are available • from
any of our Student Loan
Offices.
pavings Accounts. All
our plans provide easy
ways to save up for holi
days and vacations.

Student Represent
atives. Finally, the Col

lege Plan gives you individual
help with your banking problems.
Usually students or recent gradu
ates themselves, our Reps are located
at all our major college offices and are
easy to talk with.
Now that you know what's included, why
not drop by one of our college offices, meet your Student
Rep, and get in our College Plan. It'll make your banking a
lot easier.
'
Depend on us. More California college
students do.
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from pg- one
attempting to contact each
segment of the university."
Morita. a UC Berkeley
graduate, is head of the Asian
Alliance Program on campus.
Exact tabulations of the voting
gave Saltnes 426 votes. Morita
4i3 and Jaitzen 311.

miscellany
The deadline for submitting information to miscellany' is
noon on the Tuesday before publication.

IN EXPLAINING Green's
poor showing for president.
several ASUOP politicians
noted that his campaign was a
bit too "high schoolish" with its
extravagant posters and un
organized presentations.
In contrast, they noted that
Akerson presented her wellorganized platform very effec
tively on the two candidates'
nights, as well as throughout
the entire campaign. Gruen
was not immediately avail
able for comment.
Karen, a tense and hyper
young woman before the elec
tion.
was
understandably
elated with her victory. She
attributes her success to the
"serious mood on the campus.
The students are at a point

WINTER TERM GRADES are available at the
Registrar's office, first floor of Knoles Hall. Students must
present a valid ID.
NATIONAL TEACHERS EXAMINATIONS registration
deadline in March 13 for the examinations given April 5.
Registration forms may be obtained from the testing office,
215 Owen Hall, or from National Teachers Examinations,
Educational Testing Service, Box 911, Princeton, New Jersey
08540.
THE YALE RUSSIAN CHORUS, internationally ac
claimed, will be at the United Methodist Church, across
Pacific Avenue from Burns Tower, March 12 at 8: 15 p.m.,
sponsored by the ASUOP and music senate. ASUOP card
holders will be admitted free and additional tickets are avail
able at Rageth Music, Weberstown Mall, Miracle Music and
the University Center.
THOSE PLANNING TO STUDENT TEACH in fall 1975
must sign up and attend one of the following meetings on
March 18. For multi-subject (elementary) teachers, the times
are 8 a.m. and 12 noon in 106 Owen. For single subject
(secondary) teachers, the times are 8 a.m. and 12 noon in 110
Owen.

Elections

Dudman
dent's decisions on personnel,
then they are going to have to
help choose those personnel."
In lieu of today's election
for vice president, she is re
maining mum on herchoice for
that position.
Polling places for the run
off will be the same as they
were for the general election
earlier this week.

where they are looking for via
bility in student government,"
she said.
"I appeal to those that
have particular educational
needs, those who are serious
about their educational ex
perience here at UOP."
One of Akerson's first
duties will be to appoint new
directors of the various pro
grams that ASUOP sponsors.
Speaking of this task, she
urged all student groups on
campus to be thinking about
the upcoming appointments,
and encouraged anyone inter
ested to apply for a job or to
support someone else.
Although her program for
next year is not yet set, she
feels very strongly about hav
ing several senators present at
the interviewing of possible
program directors. Referring
to the recent hassle between
ASUOP President Larry
Ginesi and Social Affairs direc
tor Lee Rosenberg, she re
marked that "if the senate has
the power to override the presi

DON QUIXOTE, the Spanish production, will be shown to
night in Albright Auditorium at 7 p.m. The movie, with En
glish subtitles, is sponsored by the UOP Spanish Club, free of
charge.
DR. HAROLD JACOBY, chairman of the COP sociology
department, has just returned from a Winter Term trip to
Lebanon, Jordan and Israel. He will speak on "The Pale
stinian Refugee Problem" Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the Univer
sity Center Theater.

TO KNOW YOUR MUSHROOMS wrap them in wax paper
and bring them to the crafts room in the University Center at 7
p.m. next Thursday. After the discussion "All About
Mushrooms" in the Theater at 7:30, a display will be prepared
from the specimens received and each one will be examined.
ASUOP TRAVEL FA1RE will take place today from 1-5
p.m. at the University Center crafts room. The fair will in
clude, speakers, films and literature covering this session's
travel opportunities.
MORRIS CHAPEL SERVICE for this Thursday at 7:30
a.m. will be a student dialog on "Yes and No in a Taxicab."

Has anyone noticed that temperature and rainfall oiler
the mushrooms are back? a very accomodating atmos
Milder temperatures and sea phere. In addition to the recep
sonal rains have caused a sud tive weather conditions, this
den outcropping of many dif area is closely accessible to a
ferent kinds of mushrooms. To wide variety of terrain—from
coincide with the current sea the coastal range, through the
son a special program entitled valleys to the Sierras.
"All About Mushrooms" has
Each area has its own
been scheduled for March 13 at mushroom specialities, its own
7:30 p.m. in the Theater.
season. Positive identification
The program will survey is, of course, essential. No one
some of the most prevalent and should eat any wild growing
interesting species of mush mushroom or green plant un
rooms growing wild in this less he is absolutely sure of the
area, and will offer some basic identification of the species.
understanding of the many dif
Bring specimens! If you
ferent
types of
mush see some mushrooms, wrap
rooms—how, when and where them in wax paper and bring
they grow.
them to the Arts and Crafts
room beginning at 7 o'clock on
Presenting this special
program will be Dr. Alan M. the evening of the program. An
Much and his wife, Carolyn. exhibit will be prepared from
Both are traveling myco the specimens received for
logists, engaged in research viewing after the program in
and teaching. On their mush the Theater.
room odyssey, they follow the
mysterious fungi and gather
data on the occurrence and
from pg. one
distribution of wild species.
lenge
of teaching on the col
They have presented work
lege level and hopes to teach
shops, courses and special pro
grams on all aspects of mush again next semester.
Harvey is currently his
rooms to public, private and
a
university audiences in Wash church's choir director,
member of the Diablo Sym
ington, Oregon and California.
phony Orchestra, state vice
They are also experienced in
president of the California
the cultivation of mushrooms,
the domestic variety as well as Choral Director's Guild, direc
tor of two children's choirs,
certain wild species.
of the Children's
Color slides of wild mush director
rooms, photographed by Much Choir Festival and has been a
during their travels will be soloist in numerous church
shown. Emphasis will be choirs.
He stresses that he holds
placed on those species most
readily found in this area. In absolutely no grudges and that
cluded will be de the delicious, he tries to see the good in ever
the deadly and the dubious. ything.
The Stockton area pro
"I'm the kind of guy who
thinks good guys really come
vides some very exciting
out on top in the end."
mushroom hunting. The

Harvey

the CIA. But the amount of tele
grams and letters vouching for
the journalists convinced the
Viet Cong that the three were
legitimate newspeople.
Dudman
and
"is
companions were released at
night. They were transported
first by jeep and then
by
motorbike down Route 1. the
road connecting Phnom Penh
from pg one
and Saigon. They were left in a
and students are taking ad Buddhist Temple afterbaving
vantage of this, according to tea and sweet cakes with their
McCaffrey.
Communist captors.
Security has also been im
"Route 1 was occupied by
proved for those students who the Americans in the daytime
practice in the evenings. An at and the Viet Cong-at night. So in
tendant is on watch at the Con the morning we hitched a ride
servatory during all evening
into Saigon.
practice hours.
"The first thing I did was
call my wife by USO phone and
BUT MCCAFFREY re tell her not to let the story out
grets to say that little can be
for at least four hours so that
done about present lack of
the Post-Dispatch could have
space until the Conservatory
an exclusive. Once a news
can take over Owen Hull in ear man, always a newsman.
ly June.
The
recent
talk
in
Conservatory
students
Congress of further involve
have also been issued keys lo
ment in Indochina worries
the Conservatory annexes
Dudman.
which is "a step in the right di
"The American people are
rection" Spotts commented.
fed up with Vietnam. 'I he best
This is another improvement othing we can do is leave her
verthe security problems duralone."
ing the evening practices.
The newspaperman thinks
On the other hand. Spoils
that "People fool themselves if
sees a disadvantage to this
they think they can get any
"because there are certain
great insight through radio and
jerks who will give their key to
television news. " He finds both
anybody."
very limiting.

Conservatory

Know your mushrooms

INTERNSHIPS with the State of California are available
for the summer and fall through the UOP Placement Center.
Students interested in such positions should go to the Place
ment office, or contact Dr. Jerry Briscoe at 946-2414 in Ban
nister Hall.

from pg- °ne
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Legal issues topic at
ASUOP seminar
Speeding tickets and
fraudulent sales tactics were
just a few of the topics dis
cussed at an ASUOP Legal
Services seminar held last
week.
Don Vieira, an attorney in
Stockton and director of
ASUOP
Legal Services,
answered questions posed bystudents concerning legal
problems. Vieira, along with
another
attorney,
Rod
Schwartz, and three law stu
dents, are at students' dis
posal for any type of legal ser
vice. The law students . attend

Dr. ALAN MUCH AND WIFE CAROLYN

ing McGeorge School of Law,
will advise you and may also
represent you in a case held in
small claims court.
ASUOP Legal Services has
been in operation for more than
a year now and will continue to
be as long as it is used.
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HELP WANTED
Summer jobs for '75, no exper
ience necessary. Apply for
jobs at State and Federal
Parks, Guest Ranches, Tour
ist resorts, private camps.
Learn How, When, and Where
to apply. Receive over 200 Ca
lifornia names and addresses.
Send $3 to J.O.B., P.O. BOX
708, Monterey, C'A., 93940

TP's, GHADS, PROFS, earn
$2,000 or more & tree 5-8 weeks
in EUROPE, AFRICA, ASIA.
Nationwide educational or
ganization needs qualified
leaders for fl.S. and college
groups. Send name, address,
phone, school, resume, leader
ship exp. to: Center for For
eign Study, P.O. Box 606, Ann
Arbor, Mich., 48107

WANT TO STOP NAILBITING? Volunteers needed for
research program. No fee:
minimal amount of lime in
volved. For information, con
tact P. Williamson or S. Thom
as by calling 946-2132 or leave
your name and # in file grad
students mailbox at the Psych,
office—Quonset l Km. 6

H

Grocery Store manager's posi
tion open— now accepting
applications which arc avail
able at the ASUOP office.
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FOR SALE: SR10 calculatormint condition. New $130, sacrilice at only $55. Contact Jim
at 462-9502 evenings.
FOR RENT: spacious furn
ished rm. with private en
trance, bath, near UOP, in
cludes heat, wkly linen. $75
mo. ph. 463-7954
SACRIFICE! 3 mo. old Bauer
C4, Super mm movie camera.
1:4 auto, zoom ratio single, 8,36
frames/sec. Auto & manual
exposure control.
Contact
Sherry at Farley House Rm.
311. 462-9146

I 1 the coopcrat or
r°n - Gines! said.' "
^'0Pl. „rs baby now
;'!o help anyway I
^ an effort to recoils
ln
Ginesi suggests

BECAUSE oi the 65 days advance booking on lour group
charters, the sign-up deadline is the middle ol April lor char
ters leaving al the beginning of summer. This summer, our
charters fly to London, Paris. Brussels. Amsterdam, Munich,
Hamburg. Sulzberg and Hong Kong and you can stay there
front two weeks to three months.
Next week w e will sail the seven season ' student ships."Tl
any of you travel freaks have ever sailed before, come by and
share your experiences. The ASl OP 1 ravel oil ice is open
Monday through Friday front 8 a.m. lo 1(1 a.m. and Monday
through Thursday Irom 12 noon to 2 p.m.

3 months for $30
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We use 100% pure beef .

16 Or. SOFT DRINK, FRIES

$1.35 VALUE
Offer good through March
COUPON CAN BE USED REPEATEDLY

COLOft T.V.
HEATED POOL

puufc-r OtALPHONes ..SOME WATER BEDS

500 WEST CHARTED WAY
AT INTERSTATE S

SERVICES OFFERED

EXPERT TYPING: Disserta
tions, theses, term papers,
etc., done professionally by
Genevieve Macias.
Hours:
6pm.-10pm. Call 478-0354
NEED MAGIC FINGERS?
We've got 20 to do your typing
lor you. Call Patty or Livvy at
478-2400 alter 4 p.m.
Student lours— Summer 1975:
Europe. Israel. Orient. S.
America, S. Pacific, charter
flights . . . Call Cheri at 477-

948-0321
But Sue Ann was heavy on dhetrln?
en?bo»Hin,-hence- no time fos

PERSONALS

SEND ME A LETTER. Con
vict. blonde hair, blue eyes, 5'
10," 155 lbs. would like lo write
to any chick who mighLpe sen
sitive to a con doing time. Any
race is cool. Write Doug La
nier 11678, Box 1000, Steilacoom. Wash., 98388

Has anybody seen a black
beard? If found, contact Bill at
Grace Covell Hall. Reward.

6008

Wanted. Someone to sublet
townhouse apt. off Kentfield
Rd., May 1—Aug. 31. 2 bd.
rooms, land a half baths. Rent
$175/month. Allow pets. Call
Susan 478-3043 or Cheryl 9510867

Any student wishing to join
Dean Judith Chambers and
Mark Rogo for lunch contact
Mark Rogo at the ASUOP
office at any time for an
appointment.

Stereo Components: will sell to
best oiler
Microtower 1
speakers, Sansui QS—500
quadraphonic converter , qg_
01 quad, full-logic Matrix
decoder. Call Ed, 462-9336

TYPING. Expert typist de
sires papers that need to be
typed. Call Carol, 478-9157 MTH
9—6,
Fri.
2—6.

For Sale—Authentic Hawai
ian Blanket. Brand new—used
in only 3 incidents. Reinforced
to withstand
malicious
assaults with 2x4's. Versitile,
lightweight for easy use hut big
enough for a 6' Haole. Machine
washable. Special discounts
for fraternities—"Don't call
us, we'll call on you"—Contact
The Boys, 3rd floor, GCII.

' leUOP bus bee

^ U h ecouncil tog.1

opposition, that they recently made a move to indefinitely
postpone termination of affinity charters. So. the heat isotUor
a while.

CHARBROILED

PACIFICAN CLASSIFIEDS

FOR SALE OR RENT

igUOP. 8'ving "
the- studentstudents
#<Athe'

If you have any legal ques
tions. don't hesitate to ask for
advice. The legal seviee center
is open Monday and Tuesdayevenings from 7:30 until 10 at
the ASUOP office. Appoint
ments can be made for other
times with Barbara Zettel at
the ASUOP office or by phon
ing 946-2233.

LARGE
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THE TOUR group charters were devised to combat all the
strandings that happened a few years ago. All of our charters
are approved by the CAB. and are on I an Am oi Four Inter,
national Airlines carriers.
Last November, the CAB proposed to terminate ;
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Everything you wanted to know about mushrooms
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YOU CAN SCORE FORSURE
in the PACIFICAN CLASSI
FIEDS. Somewhere, there is
the person ol your fantasies,
that back issue of PLAYBOY,
your lost illegitimate child, the
answers to the accounting fi
nal, or your dirty gym shorts
from high school. Why wait a
minute longer? Call 946-2114
a n^d get some action, quick.

The perfect go-togethers
at a most comfortable pH° e

TYPING. Typist w/IBM Selectric carbon ribbon typewri
ter wants to work on manu
scripts, dissertations and the
ses. References. Call 478-4197.

AUTO REPAIR. Prolessinal
experience on foreign and do
mestic aulos. Large and small
jobs. Low prices. Call Don
Hardin at 464-7210
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BOOKSELLER
4950 Pacific Avenue
Stockton
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